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ABSTRACT
We report
on the design and status
of a small superconducting
linear
accelerator
for electrons
in the
3 MeV range.
It is operated
at 8 GHz. Primary
goals
are: a high energy gradient
by choosing
a high frequentemperature
of 4.2 K by using Nb Sn, and
CY, a working
to gain information
about the performance
of m&ticell
structures
at 8 GHz. At present
the 80 keV electron
and the cryostat
are set up.
l3u= f the vacuum beam line,
A three
cell Nb Sn covered
cavity
was used for the
with the accelerator
and a beam of
first
experimeng
1 L;A was accelerated
to 160 keV. The performance
of
four 3o-cell
Nb-accelerating
structures
operated
in
the rr/2-mode and the observed
field
limitations
around
2 MV/m are analysed.
Higher
field
velues
(up to
8.8 MV/m) were achieved
in structures
of a smaller
number of cells.
I.

of 1.05 MeV and enter the accelerator
section,
which
has 59 cells
and a phase velocity
of B = 1.0. Depending
on the achievable
accelerating
field
in this
structure
the electron
beam will
be accelerated
up to 2 or 4 MeV.
The beam energy is analysed
in a small magnetic
spec-trometer.
Focusing
solenoids,
steering
magnets,
optical
and one microwave
position
monitor
are
viewing
screens,
also part of the beam line.
III.

CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

Table 1 gives the characteristic
parameters
of the
accelerator
and its components.
Because of the experimental
character
of this
accelerator
parameters
like
the beam energy or the beam current
are of minor importance.
They are given in table
1 only as a design
guide
line.
TABLE 1

INTRODUCTION
Characteristic

SuPerconducting
rf accelerating
structures
hold the
promise
to make continuous
wave electron
accelerators
possible.
Experimental
work in rf superconductivity
carried
out during
the past decade in several
laboratories
(for a recent
review
see ref.
1) has shown that
high shunt impedances,
corresponding
to Q-values
of
about 109, can be achieved
in superconducting
niobium
structures
in the frequency
range from loo MHz to
about lo GHz. Unexpected
field
limitations,
however,
have been observed
and the results
obtained
in single
cell
cavities
indicate
that the breakdown
field
increases
with the operating
frequency.
Because of these
observations
we have started
to develop
accelerating
structures
at 8 GHz. After
reaching
an accelerating
field
of 8 MV/m ir. a three
cell
8 GHz structure
operated in a n/2-mode
(2) we decided
to set up an experimental
superconducting
accelerator
for electrons
to
test
the possibiiity
of electron
acceleration
with
multicell
structures
of that frequency
and to study
the related
problems.
Niobium and Nb3Sn are planned
to
be used as materials.
The latter
because of the hope
to operate
superconducting
accelerators
at 4.2 K.
II.
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The most important
components
of the accelerator
are
the superconducting
structures
which will
be described
later.
The characteristic
parameters
of the electron
gun, the microwave
chopper and buncher,
and of the
cryostat
are given in Table 1. These devices
will
no;
be discussed
in detail.
The use of niobium
structures
at X-band frequencies
requires
a working
temperature
of
1.8 K. Experiments
with Nb Sn multicell
cavities
(3)
show that at 4.2 K acceler 9 ting fields
in the 4 MV/m
range can be achieved.
Aside of the working
temperature
*)

Figure
1 shows the schematic
layout
of the experi-'
mental
accelerator.
The electrons
are produced
in a
80 keV gun and pass through
a microwave
chopper,
which
selects
bunches of 6O phase spread.
This chopper is
oniy used if an electron
beam of small energy spread
is to be produced.
If higher
currents
are needed the
rf structure
of the beam is created
by a bunching
cavity.
The capture
section
is a niobium
cavity
with 65
cells.
It has a phase velocity
varying
between
is operated
in a z/2 standing
wave
B = 0.53 and 0.95,
mode, and has a design accelerating
field
of 2 MV/m.
The electrons
leave the capture
section
with an energy
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:and c? her parameters of minor importance thP choice of
the operating frequency has to be analysed. For frequen*it::, below 1 GHz the costs for the accelerating
stru:t,ure
and the necessary cryostat
increase rapidly.
For frequencies
higher than lo GHz the beam hole becomes too narrow to guarantee a safe handling of the
electron
beam. An optimum frequency choice inside this
observainterval
is a compromise between confl.icting
tions.
The surface resistance
of an ideal superconducting resonator decreases with the square of the frethe shunt impedance of a superquency and t!!t;refore
linearly.
coriducticd accelerator
structure
increases
This asks for a low frequency and thr first
superconducting electron :inac at, Stanford is in fact operated
at 1.3 GHr. (4).
cavities
Mrasuremen?s on single cell superconducting
carried out in several laboratories
in the last years
accelera( 1 ) have shown, however, that the achievable
ting fields
increase with increasing
frequency.
In a
two cell Ir-mode strut ture at 8.6 GHz 21 .8 MV/m have
been achieved recently
at Cornell (51, These experimental observations
may well be explained by the frequency dependence of field limiting
electron multipacting
phenomena in superconducting
cavities.
Especially
one
side multipacting
(6 - 8) leads to limiting
fields
with the frequency of accelewhich increase linearly
comparable in shape. Field limitarating
rtructlres
tions can also be caused by surface imperfections
which can lea,3 to magnetic thermal breakdowns (9) and
one "bad cell”
can spoil the field gradient of a whole
We have therefore
chosen relatively
short
structure.
accelferating
units. The capture section (fig. 2) and
the accelerator
section are built from two units of
approximately
27 cm length. The units are flanged
together by a choke flange.

t
II ,npu, iaupier

Fig.
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At the design frequency of 8 GHz a beam hole of 1 .S HIT.
is still
tolerable> because the optimization
of the
shunt impedance bj: the choice of an appropriate
geometry is not a major design criterion
for a superconducting structure.
The field flatness
of the accelerating
f i eld, however, is an important concern at high frequencies. The tolerance
requirements
for a structure
operated in a n-mode increase
with the square of the
number of cells in one section.
We have therefore
chosen the n/2 mode. In this mode the tolerances
asked
for increase only linearly
with frequency.
This mode
also offers the advantage 0,f unexcited cells and flanges like the ones shown in fig. 2 are possible.
The
microwave power is coupled into each of the two
sections of the accelerator
via a coaxial probe cutoff coupling system (fig. 2), the inner conducter of
which is a hollow tube and is passed by the beam. The
capture section determines the frequency of the accelerator.
The accelerator
section is tuned to that
frequency mainly by electropolishing.
In addition
piezoelectric
and motor driven tuners will fine adjust
the resonant frequency of the accelerating
section to
the reference
frequency.
The tuners will deform thin
walled portions
of the structure.
Phase and amplitude
in each section are monitored by an output coupling
probe similar
to the input coupler and located at the
other end of the sections.
These signals are used for
feedback stabilization.
The microwave chopper or
buncher and the superconducting
structures
are driven
by three travelling
wave tube amplifiers,
The available
power of 140 W limits
the beam current to about 20 PA.
The design Q value for the structures
is o.5*10g.
For
Q’s of this
magnitude field limitations
caused by a
3776

temperature increase al the inner wall s of suI)F-rron-iucting structures
are not expected for accelerating
fields
below lo YJ/m.
IV. PERFORMANCE
OF THE
~- ACCELERATINGSTRU”TI;RE
-_~
Before the n!ul tict-'ll
arci>
ernl ing str,lcIure?
wer?
fabricated
we have car-r i t-4 out numerous test I: with one
to nine cell 8 GIIz cavities
to investigate
methods of
surface treatments and the technique of the preparatioc
of Nb- Sn surfaces.
After the machining and electron
beam ?elding all nio1: ium s+ructures are electropol i shed
according to the procedurb> used by Sicmens (lo' to remove a damage layer of loo :I and to achieve smooth surfaces, The final treatment always consisted in UHV
firing
at lgoo°C. For the preparation
of Nb3Sn surfaces
the vapor deposition
technique was used (3). Table 2
gives a series of results
obtained so far with the
small test cavities
and the multicell
accelerating
units.
TABLG 2
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of maiti:ell

-._-
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2.0
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The tests were carried out in laboratorv
crvostats
according to a procedure described in (>I. The observed
field limitations
are discussed in the next chapter.
There is a tendency that high residual
Q’s are harder
to obtain in multicell
structures
than in single cell
cavities.
This fact is explained by the increased probability
of surface imperfections
and contaminations
in
larger structures.
The expected Q for ideal Nb3Sn surfaces at 4.2 K is in the range of loq(ll).
Our results
are about a factor of 10 lower and more experimental
research has to go into the 1~ Sn preparation
technique,
although the obtained accelera 2.ing fields
at 4.2 K are
already comparable to those of niobium cavities
at 1.8K.
V. FIELD LIMITATIONS
Many reasons like for example the increase of the
shunt impedance of superconducting
structures
with decreasing frequency, the reduced tolerance
requirements,
the larger aperture to pass the electron beam and the

hem welds pw unit 1 cngth
smaile?. 1 :I i I.172I 1' of ialcctron
favor low fre,iue:Icies
in the design of superconducting
accelorai or:,. Only the experimentally
observed increase
ing field with increasing
frequency
of the a:ctler:it
has gu‘: dt d J. to ,iesign an experi.mental actual orator
with an op:‘r,-tt i ‘1,; frequency of 8 Giiz, So far, however,
high fields
have only been reached at X-band frequencies in one or two cell structures
excited in the TM
010
or n-mod!-,. This frequency dependence of the maximum
accelerat inIl; Yield can be explained by a special form
of electro:1 Ir,a.ding known as one side aultipactlng.
This fielci limiting
mechanism was obsclrvcd in superexplained for
conducting :s+rut t urec and quant itative?y
the fir:;t
+imc~ by the Stanford group (6). Our measurcmerits, givrl. iI. table 2, show thxt in fact in single
cell. anj Y;~I, irk thread coil cavitites high fields
can
be obtained.
There is, however, a dt>finlte
reduction
in the naximnm f ielci as the number of cells increases.
The fi elii 1 *-vi-l :i i I. the 2 b!Vv/mre(;i(,r~ obtained in i,he
mult icr>ll ?r:~~~lrrating units are comparable to the rrasuli L obtai~.c~i ai Stanford at 1 .3 GHz a1181also similar
to the fii>:? levels achieved in the CERN superconducting separator (12) which is operated at 2.85 GHz.
These loi: f;elds even at 8 GHz are extremely disappointing at first
sic;ht. Two side mult,ipacting
inside the
choke flnr,,;e:, Cannot
be
r?SyOr.Sible
i'Or
the
CIbFf?rwd
phenomena. T!.e choke flange has been tested in TM
oifii and the threshold
for mu
mode single cell cavities
patting war %o XT for the magnetic field at the flange
units thiy field is nbollt
location.
lr. the accelerating
an order 0:’ m8.z:lituj.e lower.
At prestr-t we only have strong hints for the explanation of (,ur results.
The phenomenon of one side
well understood in single cell
mult ipact in: is fairly
cavities
exe ite3 ir, the TM0,. modi-:. Eleotror~s starting
from thca cuter 3iamiter of cylindrical
cavities
are
bent back 11; tht magnetic rf field and accelerated
by
a generally
small electric
rf field perpendicular
to
gain more t!lsn about
the cavity wall. If the electrons
secondary enlssion and thereh;
loo ev, t,11c:, Cl11 cauce
multiply
tc, an avalanche. At low magnetic surface
of
fields
(less thar, 20 mT at 8 GHz) only multipacting
high order is possibl? and mainly the electric
field
determines :ht nultipacting
threshold.
In T?lolo cavities eleztri 3 sl.lrfai:e fields
at the cuter diameter t>ari
be generated ty large beam holes. This is also true for
multicell
structures,
In addition,
however, field disexe it atributions
c~~,.j;d~~rably different
from a TM
tlon ha-Jr to 1 e cocsidered.
Especially
in t$i”T/2-modr
signif ican? electric
surface fields
are present insi de
the so called unexcited cells,
These will be enhanced
and magnetic fields
are added due to an imperfect
field
fiatnesr: Lf the standing wave in the multicell
These distortions
are caused by mechanical tocavity.
lerances and car also lead to enhancement:; of the
electric
surface fields
inside excited cells.
The
field
flatnes:.
decreases with an increasing
number of
cells per structure
and therefore
the probability
for
one side electrcln multipacting
increases.
Practically
all our mF>asuraments showed mult ipacting
1 imitations
(indicated
by (e-) in table 2) which could be overcome
But al so the final
limiting
f ielcl
by field
processing.
breakdowns, which are characterized
in tabie 2 by
are most likely
caused by electron multi“quenching”,
Sorllrtimec
electron multipact ing and quenching
patting.
have bepn observed simultaneously.
Quenching can be
caused if the electron cloud which increases from rf
enough energy from the
cycle to rf cycle transfers
cavity field tc a small portion of the cavity wall,
to raise its temperature,
until
it becomes normal conducting and ieads to a field breakdown. We therefore
assume that one side multipacting
is responsible
for
our field limitations.
The phenomenon of one side multipacting
in multicell
structures
has yet to be analysed in detail
io confirm this hypothesi s.

VI. FIRST ACCELERATORTEST
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